TFVIS(transitions and flow visualization) can perform the visualization of data transitions and the visualization of execution flows. The visualization of data transitions shows the flow of variable renewals in executing programs. It becomes easier to grasp the behavior in executing the programs whose behavior is unexpected by a bug. The visualization of execution flows shows an entire flow of the execution. It is useful to select the part where users want the visualization of the data transitions.
Introduction
We need much time in order to find the cause of a bug in programs. 1 We need to find the behavior of programs which is different from ideal behavior in order to find the cause of a bug. However, grasping the behavior is difficult because the behavior of the program which includes a bug becomes unexpected behavior. We had implemented the visualization tool called TVIS 2 in our previous research. TVIS visualizes the data transitions. The data transitions in our research show the flow of variable renewals in executing a program. TVIS expresses when and what value of each variable is renewed. Programmers can grasp behavior of a program because they can prefigure the behavior of each variable at arbitrary timing in the program execution by grasping the data transitions.
However, the efficiency of TVIS is lost, if the program which TVIS uses becomes large. Moreover, TVIS can't visualize the data transitions between different methods.
Therefore, this paper implements the visualization tool TFVIS(transitions and flow visualization) which visualizes the data transitions and the execution flows, and shows the effectiveness of TFVIS. That is, we combine the visualization of the execution flows with the visualization of the data transitions in order to visualize a larger program. Moreover, we improve the visualization of the data transitions in order to realize the more effective one.
TFVIS
We have developed the visualization tool called TFVIS. TFVIS visualizes the data transitions and the execution flows of Java programs. 
Program analysis
Firstly, we explain the program analysis used to the visualization. TFVIS performs two types of analysis: the structure analysis and the executions analysis.
The structure analysis is static analysis for obtaining the information which is used to insert probes for the execution analysis and visualize. The information which is obtained by the structure analysis is the information about a location where statements occur: generations and renewals of variables, loops, and method calls. Moreover, it includes the information about the relation of a class and a method.
The execution analysis is dynamic analysis for obtaining the information about behavior in executing the programs. The information which is obtained by the execution analysis is the information about renewals of variables, behavior of loops and method calls, and so on. TFVIS obtains the information by using the probes, inserted based on the result of the structure information.
Data transitions diagram
The data transitions diagram is generated by the visualization of the data transitions. TFVIS in Fig.1 shows the two windows of the data transitions diagram. TFVIS can show the plural windows of the data transitions diagram in this way.
The data transitions diagram shows renewals of a variable. It is a table and indicates the number of iterations of execution in a lateral direction and indicates the line number of a source code in a vertical direction. Normally, its table shows renewal value of variables to where the renewal of the variable occurs. The area surrounded by the red frame in Fig.1 shows that the values of the array "array" become "0, 1, 2, 4, 6" after the method "sort" is executed. The method "printArray" has "array" as an argument the same as "sort". However, the renewal value of "printArray" is not showed, because "printArray" only refers to the value of "array" without updating it.
The green pattern on the data transitions diagram shows a loop, and the number on it shows the number of the iteration of the loop. The green arrows extending from the right of each number show the process of iteration of the loop. In the statement "for" is surrounded by the blue frame in Fig.1 , the arrow at the fourth loop in this example is shorter than the arrow at the third loop; it expresses "jump" by using statement "continue".
The mark "x" on the seventh loop expresses the end of a loop caused by using the "break" statement or failing the condition of a loop.
Data transitions arrow
The data transitions arrow is a function of the data transitions diagram, and visualizes the dependence relations between each renewal of variables. The dependence relations mean ones between state of a variable and the state of other variables which is used for the renewal of its state.
The data transitions arrow is based on the technique of the program slicing. 3 It becomes easy to grasp behavior of the data transitions in the loop and select the standard value of the program slicing by combining the technique of the program slicing and the data transitions diagram. TFVIS shows the data transitions arrow, when users click a value of a variable on the data transitions diagram. The data transitions arrow is the red arrow and connects the two values which the data transitions diagram shows with red font color. Fig.1 shows an example of it. It can visualize the relation of the values between methods. Therefore, it is not necessary that the start point and the end point of the data transitions arrow exists in the same method. Fig.1 shows the data transitions arrow in the window when users select the fourth value of the array "array" which the method "sort" updates. The tip of the data transitions arrow of Fig.1 shows the state which finally updated the value which the user selected. When users find the suspicious state of a variable, the data transitions arrow supports to find the cause of it.
Data transitions search
The data transitions search shows the data transitions arrow by selecting the variable and its state from the source code on the left side of the data transitions diagram. Fig.2 shows an example of the data transitions search, it is the window when users selected the state of the seventh loop of the variable "check[i]" which is used as the conditions of the "if" statement.
Selection of the target for the visualization
The data transitions diagram can't visualize the whole of the program at a time, because visualization typically has the issue 4 that the output of it becomes huge even if the visualized program is moderate size. Therefore, users must select the part where they want the visualization of the data transitions. The execution flow diagram, which we explain in the next section, can support this selection.
Execution flow diagram
The visualization of the execution flow visualizes an entire flow of execution of a program and generates the execution flow diagram. The execution flow diagram provides the useful information in order to select the part where users want the visualization of the data transitions. It is based on the sequence diagram and shows status of use of each methods and the relation of method calls.
We explain the usage of the execution flow by using an example of Fig.1 . The column in topmost of the execution flow diagram shows each class name, and the figures at under of it express each method. The black lines extending from methods are their lifelines, and the thick parts on their lifelines are their execution specification which means execution of the method. When users click an execution specification, TFVIS shows the data transitions diagram of corresponding with it. Normally, the execution specification uses the gray color. However, the execution specification uses the light blue color, if the window of the data transitions diagram of corresponding with it is being displayed. The blue arrows on the execution flow diagram express method calls, and the red arrows express completion of methods.
The execution specification is surrounded by the orange frame in Fig.1 expresses the execution which is called by the only execution of the method "main" and is the second execution of the method "printArray".
Discussion
We discuss the usefulness of TFVIS.
Programmers normally use the dynamic slicing 5 or trace tools 6, 7 in order to obtain data transitions in executing a program. However, it is difficult to grasp positional relations of each renewal, if data transitions include the process of a loop, and so on. The visualization of data transitions of TFVIS uses the representation which exploits the source code and the processes of a loop as shown in Fig.1 , and can show the data transitions in a way that is easy to understand. Moreover, the above-mentioned technique or tools need that users search a reference point when they analyze a program. In the case of TFVIS, it becomes easy to decide a reference point because the data transitions diagram shows renewals of variables and behavior of loops so that users understand them at a glance. On the other hand, the range of the program which TFVIS can visualize is still narrower than other tools because the abstraction degree of the visualization of TFVIS is lower. TFVIS is inferior compared with the tool 8 which can visualize the multi-threading because TFVIS can't visualize multi-threading. We will be enable to adjust the abstraction degree of the visualization of the execution flow in order to enlarge the range of the program which TFVIS can visualize. The abstraction degree of the execution flow diagram is too low to prevent excessive expansion of its diagram, if users want to visualize the program which has the process of multi-thread or a larger program. However, if it merely becomes higher, the users become unable to grasp behavior of a program in detail. Therefore, the information which the users obtain by the execution flow diagram becomes not enough to select the part where they want the visualization of the data transitions. We combine the visualization which the abstraction degree is low and the visualization which the abstraction degree is high by using an idea of the fisheye view 9 . Therefore, we will enable TFVIS to provide the enough information which users select the part where they want the visualization of the data transitions and visualize the larger programs.
Conclusion
We have implemented TFVIS in order to improve the efficiency of debugging of Java program. TFVIS can support to grasp behavior in executing a program by visualizing the data transitions. The data transitions diagram visualizes renewals of variables and behavior of loops. Even if the data transition is the relation between methods, the data transitions arrow can visualize it.
Moreover, we have implemented the visualization of execution flow in order to improve the narrowness of the range of the visualization of the data transitions. It improves convenience when TFVIS visualizes a large program. Therefore, we judge that TFVIS can support to find the cause of a bug, and is effective of debugging for Java programs.
The future issues are as follows.
• The realization of the visualization of the multithread process.
• The improvement of the execution flow diagram by using an idea of the fisheye view.
